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Ill. CATALOG DESCRIPTION
Emphasis on body movement through modern dance improving alignment, muscular endurance,
flexibility, coordination, musicality, performance technique, and dance vocabulary appropriatc to
intermediate and beginning advanced dance training. Course Work includes ensemble work,
contact improvisation and choreography. Examples or the techniqucs explored: Graham, Ailey,
Hawkins, Cunningham, Limon, I-lorton, and Dunham.

IV. MAJOR LEARNING OUTCOMES
Upon completion or this course a student will be able to:

A. Students develop skills associated with ensemble work.
13. Demonstrate: pliel releve, modern walk, first through fifth position (standing and sitting),

dcveloppe, arabesque, arabesque panche, attitude, contraction and releasc, fall and
recovery, triplet, skips, leaps, grand jete, directional changes, shifts or weight and turns
(chaine, pivot, paddle, hip, and triplet)

C. IllLlstrate correct body alignmcnt. execution and application of intermediate modern
technique in parallel and turned-alit positions.

D. Perlorm locomotor movement which is spatiallyl quality oriented - straight, diagona1.
wave, square, triangle. circle, dodge, zigzag, spiral, and jagged.

E. Differentiate verbally and physically the unique use of space, weight, time, and direction
of movemcnt characteristic to modern dance from that of olher dance rorms.
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F. Demonstrate correct body alignment in static and moving positions.
G. Increase: muscular strength, endurance, and flexibility; balance, coordination, and agility

while sitting, lying, kneeling, standing, or any variation thereof, on the floor.
H. List the contribution of ballet, folk, jazz, and African-based movement to modem dance

technique.
I. Demonstrate various movement qualities (percussive, sustained, vibratory, suspended,

and swinging) through structure improvisation.
J. Perform basic dance movements in conjunction with an established rhythm, as well as

against an established rhythm. Perform dance combinations applying musical phrasing.
K. Express style and feeling through performance to others.
L. Perform technical movement patterns and dances learned in class (4, 8, 16, and 32

measures in length).
M. Create combination through improvisation and from the basic principles of time, space,

weight, and direction of movement.
N. Increase speed at which students learn complicated modem dance combinations.
O. Demonstrate increased appreciation and understanding of the body as an instrument of

artistic expression on hislher choreography.
P. Examine/diagram the historical evolution of the modem technique as a creative and

expressive art form in the United States, Europe, Asia, and Israel.
Q. Write, revise and edit an essay pertaining to the development of technique.

V.CONTENTS
A. Skills associated with ensemble work: verbal and non-verbal communication; dancing as

a unit - unison movement; canon; oppositional movement and call and response.
S. Intermediate and advanced level technique as it applies to the basics of dance movement

and technique: Plie/ releve, modem walk, first through fifth position (standing and
sitting), developpe, arabesque, arabesque panche, attitude, contraction and release, fall
and recovery, triplet, skips, leaps, grand jete, directional changes, shifts of weight and
turns (chaine, pivot, paddle, hip, and triplet)

C. Introduction and ongoing practice of specific dance techniques for: Body alignment,
flexibility with control, control of center of gravity and balance, torso flexion, extension,
and rotation, development of legs, feet, and ankles, development of torso and upper body,
turns and falls.

D. Variation in dynamics and floor space patterns to include: Locomotor movement, axial
motion, swinging, vibratory, sustained, and percussive qualities, combination ofall of the
above with an understanding of phrasing dance movement.

E. Dance combinations of varied technical exercises to develop: strength, endurance,
flexibility, coordination, correct and efficient body alignment, balance, and agility with
introduction of vertical, horizontal and diagonal orientations.

F. Contribution of ballet, folk, jazz, and African-based movement to modem dance
technique.

G. A unit on different rhythms and their elements of accent, tempo, and phrasing, including:
Breath rhythm, 3/4, 4/4,5/8, and 6/8, Resultant and cumulative rhythms, syncopation.

H. Historical evolution of the modem technique as a creative and expressive art form in the
United States, Europe, Asia, and Israel as this history relates to the technique presented in
class.
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I. Lectures on: The history of modem dance, Major influences in the development of
modem dance -- ballet, jazz, African-based technique, folk, social dance, music, and the
visual arts, Terminology specific to the variety of techniques, Anatomy, body
composition, basic exercise physiology, injury prevention and care as they relate to dance

VI. INSTRUCTIONAL METHODOLOGY
A. Assignments

I. In class:
a. Midterm in-class performances which include individual compositions,

participation, essay paper, observation and discussion of dance performance(s).
b. Teach the below mentioned researched exercise to a group of 6 fellow classmates

2. Out ofclass:
a. Essay paper analyzing the modern dance warm-up exercises: Defining and

describing the execution of the exercise, the purpose, anatomical precautions,
musicality, and relevant anatomy.

b. Reverse movement combinations taught in class.
c. Rehearse movement combinations taught in class.

B. Evaluation
I. Periodic quizzes on the history, correct body alignment, the contributions of other

dance forms and other principles of Intermediate modern dance.
2. Acquisition of skills and understanding of conditioning principles evaluated by the

instructor through observation of the student's performance of intermediate dance
combinations demonstrated by the instructor.

3. Final paper pertaining to the development of intermediate modern technique.
4. Accurate performance of intermediate technical combinations learned in class.

C. Textbooks and other instructional materials
1. Highly recommended book: Long, Ray. 3 ed. Scientific Keys Volume II: Your Guide

to Functional Anatomy in Yoga - The Key Poses of Hatha Yoga. Bandha Yoga
Publications. Canada 2008

2. Supplemental materials
a. Modern dance films of the modem dance pioneers
b. Films of contemporary dance theorists and choreographers.

VII. TITLE 5 CLASSIFICATION
CREDIT/DEGREE APPLICABLE (meets all standards ofTitle 5. Section 55002(a».
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